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Elegantly fusing advanced
technology with excellent form
 

A winner of the international Red Dot Design award, 
Bodyflex utilizes advanced technology to actively support 
you. A simple chair which understands and intuitively 
responds to the needs of the user. 

The Active Back Technology provides robust support for the 
natural ways the body moves when seated. The flexible 
nature of the seat enables users to perform optimally when 
task working or interacting with colleagues.



Possible colorways

Backrest
The flexible Active Back offers 19 degrees 
of recline, instead of a stiff and immobile 
frame for the backrest support.

Armrest
Durable, scratch resistant and most 
importantly comfortable even after long 
periods of use.

Recline lock
The multi-reclining feature provides upright 
sitting as well as variable degree recline.

Seat pad
Bodyflex uses breathable fabrics, providing 
an extremely comfortable seat that has 
substantial resistance to abrasion.

Performance points

Please contact us for more colorway suggestions

Self Inclined Mechanism
The SIM moves smoothly in line with the 
human body. It provides recline support 
respectively to user's body weight which, 
orientates users to their workspace, and 
proactively assists users to standing 
position when leaving the seat.



Black/Black

Orange/Gray

Black/Gray Green/Gray Gray/Gray

without armrest

Materials

Active Back colors

Seat fabric

Black

Green Orange

Gray

Frame/Base finish

Black Silver

Red Blue

Dimensions

with armrest 26.3

58.2 - 62.6

38.2 - 42.6

19.7

19.9

Weight of Bodyflex chair with arms
40.6 lbs
Weight of Switch chair witout arms
38.4 lbs
Max user weight
249 lbs

Plastic (44%)
Back, Seat Frame , Armrest, 
Seat buffer & spacer, Casters
Steel (47.2 %)
Frame, Back stick, Screws & bolts
Foam (7.3 %)
PU seat foam
Upholstery (1.5%)
Upholstery fabric

98.5 % Recyclable

98.5 % Recyclable

98.5 % Recyclable

1.8 % Non-Recyclable

26.3

58.2 - 62.6

38.2 - 42.6

19.7

19.9



For more infromation visit muzo-works.com 
or call us on 570 788 0888.

72 Hillside Drive
Drums, PA 18222
USA
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